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The paper focuses on the productive dimensions of inter(con)textuality concept in discourses and production of architecture, based upon Bernard Tschumi’s New Acropolis Museum built in 2009 in Athens. Post-structuralist linguistic theories are being analyzed, focusing on concepts of intertextuality, inter(con)textuality, and deconstruction, and the capacities for their architectural application.
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Rad se bavi produktivnim dimenzijama koncepta inter(kon)tekstualnosti u arhitektonskim diskursima i stvaralaštvu kroz analizu Novoga muzeja Akropole autora Bernarda Tschumija, sagrađenog 2009. u Ateni. Analiziraju se post-strukturalističke lingvističke teorije s osobitim osvrtom na pojmove intertekstualnosti, inter(kon)tekstualnosti i dekonstrukcije, te na mogućnosti njihove primjene u arhitekturi.
INTRODUCTION

UVOD

The paper analyses the productive dimensions of the concept of inter(con)textuality in architectural discourse and production based on the assessment of the design-concept of Bernard Tschumi’s New Acropolis Museum built in 2009. The focus is on the analogy between poststructuralist linguistic theories and architecture, primarily pointing out the capacities of the concepts of intertextuality and intercontextuality and their implications for the production, evaluation and judgement of architecture.

The primary hypothesis is that the productive side of architectural discourse and production as a text reflects in the concept of inter(con)textuality. In a narrower sense, the aim is to capitalize on this specific case study in order to detect the inter(con)textual nature of architecture. Further considerations of relations among different theoretical frameworks could eventually help reach general conclusions.

ARCHITECTURE AS TEXT AND CONCEPT OF INTER(CON)TEXTUALITY

ARHITEKTURA KAO TEKST I KONCEPT INTER(KON)TEKSTUALNOSTI

To observe architecture as a text means to analyze it through structure of signs that it comprises and the meanings that are being produced. Undoubtedly, architecture has become a subject matter of linguistic theories but the key question remains whether the concepts of these theories are at all suitable for architectural theories and production?

In a broad sense, semiotics discusses the structure of signs and meanings and is a formal study of “sign and meaning of both linguistic and non-linguistic origins”.

In a narrower sense, semiotics is a study of “the source, transfer, function, and transformation of signs of both linguistic and non-linguistic origin within the social life, which is why semiotics may be referred to as semiotics of culture”.

This was corroborated by Umberto Eco when he stated that “architecture as a cultural artifact logically represents one of the greatest challenges of semiotics as semiotics is not only a study of sign system but also a study of all the cultural phenomena that are systems of signs in reality”.

Unlike structuralism, which observes the text as a closed structure, it is post-structuralism that destabilizes this premise by defining the text as an open structure of signs which produce meanings based upon their current relation to other signs or texts within the actual and historical culture.

This shift was marked by the so-called poststructuralist linguistic turn initiated at the Critical Languages and the Sciences of Man Conference held at Johns Hopkins University in 1966, when Jacques Derrida presented his Structure, Sign, and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences. This linguistic turn implies the transcendence of the structuralist language theory and the emergence of instability and excessiveness of linguistic meanings along with the resurgence of heterogeneity and differences.

At the same time, this is the foundation of deconstruction, one of the most prominent poststructuralist theories, which is most frequently understood as reconceptualization of the logocentric idea of the world that is widely ingrained in the West European philosophy and metaphysics.

Opposite to the hitherto dominant phonocentrism which preferred the speech over the text, Derrida points out that “nothing exists outside the text”. This famous Derrida’s line means that “writing and speech are actually both instances of the text” and that the reader has the authority to “derive the meaning” which would be equally valid as that of the author of the text himself.

Furthermore, this is how the structure loses its phonocentric character
and the quest for meaning becomes the quest for the perpetually retreating horizon whose centripetal movement results from the constant multiplication of different connotations. Hereby, the master meaning of the text cannot be grasped as each comment on the text actually represents a personal report on its intertextual nature. Along with Derrida, Julia Kristeva and Roland Barthes are considered to be the pioneers of concept of intertextuality. The productive dimension of the concept refers to the formation of the object of the study and Kristeva stresses that “It is not merely the object of study that is ‘in process’, the process of being produced, but also the subject, the author, reader or analyst. Author, reader or analyst join a process of continual production, are ‘in process/on trial’ (le sujet-en-procès), over the text”. Speaking of intertextuality and writer-reader positions, Roland Barthes supports the aforementioned hypotheses by saying that the stage of the text has no footlights and that “there is not, behind the text, someone active (the writer), and out front someone passive (the reader); There is not a subject and an object”. Nevertheless, opposing in his book Image, Music, Text, the classical idea of the author-oriented literature, Barthes goes to the extremes and declares the Death of the Author: “We know that to give writing its future, it is necessary to overthrow the myth: the birth of the reader must be at the cost of the death of the Author.”

Hence, intertextuality entails the production process in which the sign gets integrated into the text and gains different meanings depending on specific contexts. It is precisely in this manner that the production of meanings is tightly connected with the change of the context in which specific signs are positioned. It is possible to make a connection between this view and the intertextuality in architecture, in which it represents “the poetic theory or a model upon which art of a non-consistent and open visual structure and the structure of meaning is created”. Thus, intertextuality in architecture refers to the analysis of all changes of the context which it connotes by switching the barycenter to the concept of intertextuality that manifests how “artistic meanings belong to different artistic and cultural contexts which are in interrelations — in conditions of exchange, presentation, usage, change, etc”. Bernard Tschumi claims that architecture exists only inside the world in which it is located and if this process means the destruction of harmony, it will definitely affect the architecture itself. Accordingly, meanings that architecture produces do not only refer to the change of physical context but rather to all the aspects from which the structure may be observed: “Within contextual art, the work of art is a probe used by an artist in order to test different semantic, receptive, cultural, ideological, and momentous situations. It is the work of art that is being transferred from one context to another in which process it metamorphoses its meanings, sense, value, and system of perceptive conditions.” Essentially, the concept of intertextuality entails the concept of intercontextuality, because the assertion according to which text uses its open structure to reach its meanings through its current relation to other signs of texts of culture, also refers to the context-context switch.

(Con)text – New Acropolis Museum

(Con)tekst – Novi Muzej Akropole

Being one of the most relevant world’s ancient monuments, the Acropolis of Athens was built on a steep calcareous cliff (Greek akros = upper, polis = city) in 5th century BC. This compound of antique temples, which was the biggest sanctuary of ancient Athenians, is dominated by the Parthenon – the temple of the goddess Athena built between 447-438 BC which symbolizes the zenith of Doric style and classical Greek art. During the course of history, the monuments of the Acropolis have been exposed to different types of damages on several occasions. The active preservation of the Acropolis has had an aim to protect the art from further decay so it nowadays represents an open training ground for innovative conservation techniques, targeted at the protection of marble sections that suffered large damages due to atmospheric pollution.

The original Acropolis Museum was designed and built by Panages Kalkosas at the site of the Acropolis in 1874 and whose additional reconstruction followed in 1950s. It was back then that archaeological excavations and protection of the remaining Parthenon sculptures proved that the Museum lacked the required spatial capacity so the competition for a New Acropolis Museum started in 1976. It took five public competitions until 2001 when Bernard Tschumi’s project was finally selected and the realization of the New Acropolis Museum started at the foot of Acropolis. Although the initial plan was to open the museum until the 2004 Athens Olympics, it was only in 2009 that the museum ultimately started to work.

---
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The construction itself was rather controversial. Criticism from the part of both the experts and outsiders targeted the ownership and that of the relocation of the old museum from the Acropolis; the locals did not want a modern building in their vicinity: archaeologists opposed the construction within a pertinent archaeological site, and finally, the politicians disputed.21 Tschumi himself, however, did not see all that as a problem as he said that “the building was at the center of a controversy”.22 Yet somehow, it was the building itself that was leaning against the controversy. For Tschumi, it was important to merge the old and the new in a provocative manner: “I have often argued that a city is a mound of successive layers. Instead of juxtaposing them, we were layering them, floating one above another. A building is not of one single moment in time. One of the most important aspects of architecture is that it be able to bring together things of different times.”23

(Fig. 1)

In order to comprehend this complexity, i.e. to comprehend the historic context upon which the New Acropolis Museum concept was based24, it is crucial to consider what we refer to as history, i.e. the past. Dana Arnold, a professor at the Southampton University, wrote a book titled Reading Architectural History in which she stated: “If we accept architecture as a cultural artifact then we must also see its histories as a text open to a variety of readings. The process of location the text within its appropriate contexts is not merely to provide a historiography; it is to begin the process of interpretation.”25

The design-concept of the Museum are largely based upon the relation with the historic context, and the New Acropolis Museum only intensifies this arrangement. However, what is specific in Tschumi’s approach is also a deviation from this relationship. He believes that if urbanism might be taken as the essence of modernism, which is a new historical-anthropological core of men, then it is only urbanism from which the new forms of human existence can develop.26 The issue that he creates is the change in the role of architecture which “stops serving the conservative society that affects our cities and starts affecting the society by the cities”.27 This is precisely what makes the “rhetorical act” and “symbolical value of the architectural social actions”.28

For the author, the dialogue between the old and the new is highly important and it is the New Museum project that should bring freshness to this type of discourse: “The Museum shows how the contemporary can give, retroactively, a new value to the historical and architectural.”29 In other words, we may say that the design-concept of the New Acropolis Museum is the author’s interpretation of the context, which targets a much wider discourse.

As he attempted to translate the physical and cultural context into a creative one, Tschumi designed a whole range of conceptual subversions that might be analyzed through the spatial organization of the New Museum within its urban setting. In a fully contemporary manner, the design-concept of the New Museum leans against the arithmetical and conceptual clarity of the ancient Greek architecture (Fig. 2). The slender pillars, which are located above the archaeological site in order not to affect the delicate archaeological relics, give a special touch to the effect of floating layers (Fig. 4). This floor accommodates the main entrance, the lobby and temporary exhibit rooms, but at the same time the glass floor reveals the archaeological relics located beneath it, which are a sort of permanent exhibition. Inclusion of archaeological relics into the permanent exhibition enables a completely new way of their exposure, which at the same time, destabilizes the ubiquitous ways of their preservation and the experience of entering a museum whatsoever (Fig. 3). Namely, the Museum entrance becomes a transfer from a city street into a his-
toric space involving various periods of time. We may say that the floating layers of the fac-
ility indicate the sensation of floating throughout history. Even the Acropolis itself was based on layers of history: the Old Acropolis from the era of Pisistratus was re-
constructed under the reign of Pericles by replacing the small Propylaea with new ones, Parthenon was built in the place of old temple of the goddess Athens, and the Erechthei-
on was built in the place of another old temple. Tschumi transfers the idea of a city as a mound of successive layers into his concept of the Museum in a very similar way. The glass ramp that displays the archaeological fossils beneath, leads towards the double-
sized central part which continues the permanent exhibition ranging from the Archaic to the late Roman period. The building culmi-
nates in the Parthenon Gallery, a rectangular glass room, naturally lit space, which is ro-
tated 23 degrees in comparison with the rest of the building, and thus placed in a parallel position with the Parthenon. The exterior glass envelope let visitors keep a constant view of the antic temples and the neighbouring parts of the city. Within the Gallery, a rect-
angular core displays the Parthenon moulding, original panels, and plaster replicas positioned identical as at the original monument (Fig. 5).

Moving through the Museum constantly brings both visual and sensual relations with the Acropolis, i.e. the original location of the displays. The travel through these layers forms a three-dimensional extrovert loop, which guides the visitors through the collection organized so as to follow the chronology in a completely modern way. The movement line, the dismissal of floors, the interaction of outer and inner space formed by the terrace, and the hierarchy that reaches its culmina-
tion with the Parthenon Gallery all set a con-
nection with the vivacious effect of the urban concept of the Acropolis. The vivacious effect is obtained by disabling the planned building construction because buildings used to be built in empty sites among the existing monuments in order to adjust to the terrain. Although the building distribution differs as we move from the Propylaea, the most relevant monuments dominate because they are sur-
rounded by other minor monuments. All the buildings dominated by the Parthenon are ar-
ranged in different levels because the Acro-
polis has an irregular base in the shape of a terrace, which only contributes the vivacity.

Equalizing the New Museum program and the complex context of historical layers in this manner always calls for the temporal and spatial dislocations. The natural sunlight of the Museum enables the conditions that are typical of the displays, during which process the light and shadows over the day set the dynamics and intensify the relation between space and time. The natural ambient light in the Museum that covers the upper floor of the Parthenon Gallery is filtered through the glass floor into the two-storied Atrium of the gallery beneath. All this allows the light flow through the building and supports the floating layers effect (Fig. 6).

This type of relation among the physical, cultural, and creative contexts opens various issues about the production of meaning with reference to historical, actual, and future time. Hence, the time continuity may be simul-
taneously regarded as discontinuity because the construction of the Museum was largely initiated in order to exhibit what was eventually not exhibited after the opening cerem-
omy.

Long before the idea of construction of New Museum emerged, this archaeological mono-
ment had suffered an international dispute between Greece and Great Britain. It is well-
known that the sculptures from the Parthe-
on have been exhibited in London National Museum for a long time. The English govern-
ment bought them from lord Elgin, a long-
term English ambassador in Turkish Empire in 1816 after he had purchased them upon the approval of Ottoman authorities. The British Museum is also in control of more than half of Parthenon Marbles made by Fidia in 4th century B.C., and parts of the marble are placed in French Louvre Museum. The Greeks publicly appealed for the return of the marble since Melina Merkuri, Greek Minister of Culture, started a campaign in early 1980s. Even before that, Greek government had an-
nounced competition for the project of a mu-
seum in which those relics could be dis-
played. Dimitris Pantermalis, the New Muse-
um manager, said the following lines at the opening ceremony: “Naturally, it is rather uncomfortable having both originals and copies in the museum but we have decided to fill the missing gaps with plaster and we now have an interesting outcome. If you look in front of you, you will see horses whose heads are in Athens, bodies in London, and tails in Athens. The Parthenon frieze belongs here because Parthenon itself is here.”

28 Tschumi, 2004: 14
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ARGUMENTATION

The design-concept of the New Acropolis Museum may be interpreted in different levels as we consider its analogy with linguistic theories on inter(con)textuality. As the design-concept fully relies on the strong presence of Acropolis, especially the Parthenon, we may say that the discourse the museum produces along with the Acropolis is being fully acquired. Nevertheless, the contextuality of a wider urban matrix within the foot of Acropolis might be characterized as non-con-textual. Furthermore, "non-contextuality does not necessarily mean anti-contextuality"\(^3\) (Fig. 8). This is where interaction and tension come into force and the concepts of deconstruction and disjunction come to stage. According to Bernard Tschumi, deconstruction in architecture refers to disjunction which "represents the inner strength and subversive power of architecture... Architecture is, by definition, in its very nature, dismantled and disassociated"\(^3\)\(^9\). Tschumi prefers the concept of intertextuality because it makes architecture a complex human activity, it introduces the multiplicity of heterogeneous discourses and a constant interaction between the sensual experience and conceptual acrobatics.\(^4\) This reveals the productive dimension of intertextuality which refers not to the representational but rather to the conceptual background of architecture: "If it is the writers who can manipulate the structure of story by distorting the vocabulary and grammar, could it not be the architects who can do the same thing by organizing reality in an objective, unbiased, or imaginative manner? If architects can consciously use repetition, distortion, or juxtaposition in a formal elaboration of walls, why could not they do exactly the same thing with the activities taking place behind these walls?"\(^4\)\(^1\)

Intertextuality as a poetic model of construction of an open visual structure in Bernard Tschumi’s approach refers to strategic design (French dessein meaning the strategy of intention), which is dynamic, and not to the design composition, which is static and introduces visual criteria only when it completely exhausts the conceptual process.\(^4\) Thus, the strategic design produces a sort of intertextual tension between an author and a reader, i.e. the space and the user. The New Acropolis Museum produces this tension by confronting the existing object, i.e. Objet trouvé, to reality.\(^5\) Objet trouvé refers to both historical and physical contexts as well as to social, cultural, and political contexts related to the Acropolis and the New Museum. The experience of space is formed by conceptual setting which simultaneously exposes all these contexts. The dynamics of experience produced by the positive tension starts with

---
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the entrance into the inter-space of historical layers, moves along the extravert loop that constantly interacts with the Acropolis, and it culminates within the multilayered experience at the Parthenon gallery. This means that the experience of the space results from the constant perceptive relocation from one context to another and the production of multiple meanings, which directly implies the concept of inter(con)textuality.

This concept could be best identified through the settings of the Parthenon frieze in relation to its original location. The glass envelope of the Parthenon gallery occasionally reflects the frieze, pointing its original position on the Acropolis by virtual image. This moment depicts the inter(con)textual nature of the Museum as the signified starts a multiple play of the signifier by the historic-modern, existing-potential, material-immaterial, and real-unreal relationship production. Gaston Bachelard spoke of the necessity to add the function of unreal to the function of real and said that “in its vivid actions, imagination separates us from both past and presence”. The concept of the Parthenon frieze setting, which has the identical dimension, orientation, and natural light source as the original site, along with the prominent white plaster replicas assembled with the patina of the original marbles and the virtual image directed towards the original site all produce a whole range of associations and possible interpretations. It is a multiple narrative (Fig. 7, 9) that does not threaten the primary, historical narrative and strongly impresses each visitor by suggesting that the New Museum has a task to reunite the British and French metopes with the Greek ones. Process of continual production of intertextuality that Kristeva implied was now initiated by imagination through the author-reader relations. Hence, imagination becomes a tool of inter(con)textual production as a quality of advanced architectural production: “Imagination transforms reality, and establishes unsuspected relations; It signals other paths from which to attack the problems. Imagination, however, needs to have memory and a certain knowledge base; it is a player that always plays with the rebound, against what is.”

Inter(con)textuality within an actual moment of experience means the deconstruction of what once was and what at first sight seemed to have been finished, and also what the future might bring. Hereby, the production of meanings is based upon both the deviation and connection among the past, present, and future.

Apart from imagination, metaphor is also a conceptual tool of inter(con)textual production of architecture. Umberto Eco claims that in a certain intertextual and cultural universe there are metaphors that cannot exist within any other universe. “The metaphor makes us wonder about the complete intertextuality and, at the same time, it makes a context vague and open to multiple interpretations. Intertextuality also consists of previous metaphors so we can talk about the metaphores of metaphores, which can be interpreted only due to sufficient intertextual knowledge.”

Generally speaking, the Museum is essentially a metaphor because it transfers meanings of what belonged to past into the present. Tschumi uses metaphores as a most persuasive visual tool of mass consumption because in a society crowded with a fast information exchange, the metaphores lead directly to an answer and do not pose new questions. The multiple narration produced within the Parthenon gallery is a sort of metaphore play that, at the same time, enables both dislocation of sense and dislocation of time. This metaphoric play is being induced by the productive tension between the architectural concept and the spatial experience. This brings us to Tschumi’s basic theoretical position according to which architecture is defined as pleasure, which represents “the cross section between spatial experience and its conceptual aspects”, and sometimes it is the “violent clash of space and action, which represents a metaphor of intensive relation between individuals and the space surrounding them”. One such theoretical background may be rooted in what Roland Barthes refers to as pleasure of the text: “The pleasure of text is that moment when my body pursues its own ideas — for my body does not have the same idea as I do.” Both the author and the reader joined the inter(con)textuality of architecture and Barthes’s thesis on Death of the Author is left aside along with the position that architectural objects may be greatly imprecise becoming the marker of something else, which would make them temporary and provisional. Tschumi confirms this by saying that “architecture of pleasure starts at a point where the space concept and experience violently collide and the architecture culture is infinitely deconstructed”.

---
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seum, the multiple signifier play is a part of inter(con)textual nature of architecture but the suggestion is potent enough to keep the signifiers from being weak and temporary but rather being expanded to their full capacity. Consequently, the productivity of inter(con)textuality concept in architecture reflects in the strategic role of the design-concept of the New Acropolis Museum by giving architecture a whole new dimension and supporting Tschumi’s thesis that “architecture stops being the background of an action and becomes the action itself”.

In other words, analogue to deconstruction, the inter(con)textuality in Bernard Tschumi’s architecture reflects in disjunction, which is the inner productive capacity of architecture. These are the capacities that are tightly connected with the terms promoted by Derrida as he spoke of architecture of heterogeneity, interruption, non coincidence: dissociation, disjunction, disruption, difference, destabilization, deconstruction, dehiscence. Fragments of architectural text are dissociated and observed through its ideas and readers’ experience without the necessity to equalize these two or insist on the author’s dominancy. Hence, it is clear that the concept of inter(con)textuality derived from post-structuralist linguistic theories may serve as a productive model for both architectural discourses and architectural production.

CONCLUSION

ZAKLJUČAK

The productive side of the concept of inter(con)textuality within architectural discourses and production reflects itself in re-consideration of complex psychological, sociological, political, and physical effects that architecture has on both people and community by producing multiple changeable meanings through relations of context, concept, and spatial experience. This sort of productivity does not refer to the representation of architecture as a text but rather to the capacity of turning the signified into an active play of the signifiers that are being produced within the inter(con)textual world. Unlike the observation of inter(con)textuality in art in which the open structure means the production of meaning between the visual object and the reader, it is in architecture that this concept refers to a much wider domain because it directly affects the activity of everyday usage. Inter(con)textual nature of architecture implies the production of meanings, which emerges at the intersection of conceptual architectural determination and the unstable nature of its perceptive abilities.
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[Translated by: NEVENA VUCEN, Senior teaching assistant at University of Banja Luka, Master of philosophy in Anglo Linguistic]
Koncept inter(kon)tekstualnosti u arhitektonskom diskursu i stvaralaštvu
Studija slučaja: Novi muzej Akropole

Rad se bavi analošću između lingvističkih teorija i arhitekture na temelju analize Novoga muzeja Akropole autora Bernarda Tschumija, sagrađenog 2009. u Ateni. Temeljna je hipoteza rada da se pro-
duktivna strana arhitektonskog diskursa i arhitek-
tonske produkcije putem teksta odražava u kon-
ceptu inter(kon)tekstualnosti. On je sličan koncep-
tu intertekstualnosti, pri čemu se naglašava mo-
gucnost njegovne umjetničke primjene u području
arkitekture. Analiza arhitekture kroz ovaj koncept
obuhvaca složene značenjske odnose unutar po-
vjesnoga fundusa, a generiranje novih značenja
iznova preispituje ulogu muzeja i arhitekture u
kontekstu društvenih promjena 21. stoljeća. U
prvome se dijelu rada iznosi pregled lingvističkih
tekstualnih struktura, znak i igra u diskursu
humanističkih znanosti. Jedna od temeljnih postavki odnosi se na nemo-
humanističkih znanosti, na kojoj je Jacques Derrida održao svoje izlaganje
održano 1966. godine na Sveučilištu John Hopkins,
('linguistic turn')
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Treći dio rada bavi se daljnjim razgradom koncepta
inter(kon)tekstualnosti na osnovi teorijske pozadi-
ne i analize značenja povezanih sa konceptom No-
vojega muzeja iz prethodna dva poglavlja. Da bi se
utvrdio potencijal primjene takva koncepta u arhi-
tekture, rad se bavi sličnostima i razlikama između
koncepata intertekstualnosti, inter(kon)tekstual-
nosti i dekonstrukcije. O ovim sličnostima i razlika-
ni govori i Tschumi u svojoj knjizi Arhitektura i
razdvajanje govorice o arhitekturi promatranoj
kroz tekst. Prema autoru, dekonstrukcija u arhi-
tekturi odražava se kroz razdvajanje koje pred-
stavlja njezinu unutarnju snagu i subverzivnu moc.
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